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Let h > 2 be any integer, let c = h( 1 + 2 -““)h- I, In this paper, it 1s proved that 
every finite abelian group G contains a subset A such that hA = G and 1 A 1 < 
c ( G 1 lib, where hA denotes the set of all sums of h not necessarily distinct elements 
in A, and (A ( denotes the cardinality of the set A. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group, and h 2 2 an integer. A subset A of G is called 
a basis of order h for G if Ah = G, where Ah, hA in the abelian case, denotes 
the subset of G of all products of h not necessarily distinct elements from 
A. If A is a basis of order h for G, then ) A ) > ) G1 lib. It is natural to ask 
if there exists a constant c such that every finite group G contains a “thin” 
basisA oforderhwith JAJ<cjGI . ‘P Rohrbach [2,3] asked this question 
more than 50 year ago. Rohrbach observed that such thin bases exist for 
cyclic groups. Cherly [l] proved that every finite abelian group G of order 
n contains a basis A of order 2 for G such that 1 A 1 < 2(n log rr)i/’ + 2. In 
this paper, I shall prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Let h 3 2 be an integer, c = h( 1 + 2 -‘jh) ‘lh. Then every finite 
abelian group G contains a basis A of order h such that 1 A 1 < c ( G 1 ‘lh. 
In particular, every finite abelian group G of order n contains a basis A 
of order 2 such that /Al ~(2 +$) ,/%. This greatly improves Cherly’s 
result. 
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2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
LEMMA 1. Let P be a finite abelian group of order pS, where p is a prime 
number, and s is a positive integer. Then P = H @ K, where ) H 1 = pub, and K 
is a direct sum of at most h - 1 cyclic subgroups. 
Proof: Suppose that P = PI @ . . @P,., where 1 P,I =p”‘. It is well 
known that there exists a subset S of at most h - 1 positive integers so that 
Ci.+ ,s uj % 0 (mod h). Let K be the sum of all Pi with ie S, and H the sum 
of all other P,‘s. Then H is of order pUh and K is a direct sum of at most 
h - 1 cyclic subgroups. The proof is complete. 
LEMMA 2. If G is a finite cyclic group of order m, then there e.uist h 
subsets A,, . . . . A, in G such that 
A, + ... +Ah=G and 1 Ai1 <ml”‘+ 1 for i = 1, . . . . h. 
Proof. Let u = rml’h] + 1, where r$ denotes the least integer not 
smaller than x. Let Ai = {0, u’- ‘, . . . . (u - 1) u’- ‘} for i = 1, . . . . h. Clearly 
jAij=u<mllh+l for i = 1, . . . . 12. 
Suppose that A, + ... + A, contains [0, U’ - 11, where [a, b] denotes the 
set of integers between a and b. Choose n : u’< n < u,*+ ‘. Suppose 
n=qu”+r, where 1 <qdu- 1, and O<rfu”- 1. Then reA, + . . . +A,?, 
hence 
n=qu”+rEA,+ ... +A,+A,+,. 
Therefore, A,+ ... +Ahz[O,uh-l]z[O,m-11. 
Proof of Theorem. Suppose G = G, 0 . . Q G,, where ) G, / =p;, si > 0, 
and pI, . . . . p, are distinct prime numbers. It follows from Lemma 1 that 
G = HO K, where H is of order mh and K is a direct sum of at most h - 1 
cyclic subgroups. Suppose that H, is a subgroup of H = H, with 
)HII=mhS1, and A1 is a set of representatives of the cosets in H,/H, . Let 
Ai be a set of representatives of the cosets in H,._ ,/Hi, where Hi is a 
subgroup of HjpI with IHiI=mh~‘. It is clear that H=A,+ . . . +A,, 
and IA,1 =m. Now suppose that K=KI@ ... OK,, where rdh-1 and 
each K, is cyclic. Lemma 2 implies that K,= A,, + . . . + Ajh, where 
IAjij<IKj(“h+lfori=l ,..., h.LetB,=Ai+A,i+...+A,,fori=l ,..., h. 
Then B,+ ... +B,=G, and 
Define A = B, u . . . u B,, and the proof is complete. 
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